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Big Ideas. Powerful Results.

This is PR 101!
This guidebook is designed to give you a basic overview of the
practice of public relations. We’ll outline some basic
principles and elements of a public relations program. We’ll
provide tips on effectively communicating with the media, and
developing newsworthy angles and events for your own
business. We’re happy to have your clinic joining the
Veterinary Outreach Program and we want to help you share
your news about this innovative awareness campaign with your
audience.

Public Relations vs. Advertising
When it comes to marketing communications, public relations
is not as well understood as advertising. Many people (maybe
even your boss) don't know the difference between advertising
and PR.
In advertising, you can use a lot of
over the edge techniques. But PR
requires a little more restraint. Simply
put, with advertising, you buy space or
time. You have guaranteed placement
through a specific medium, whether
it's a billboard, radio ad or print ad.

To have any success,
it requires building
recognition with the
media that serves
your market area and
providing a sufficient
flow of newsworthy
information to
generate coverage.

PR is far subtler because it relies on
securing media coverage that works to
enhance the public's recognition and
confidence in your business or profession. It is rarely
quantifiable, yet carries a certain amount a credibility that an
ad can’t purchase.

To have any success, it requires building recognition with the
media that serves your market area and providing a sufficient
flow of newsworthy information to generate coverage.
Public relations is an important element of any integrated
marketing plan. There are numerous tactics PR pros can
initiate to ensure that a business and/or product gains positive
recognition through media coverage.
What are the elements of Public Relations?
PR is more than distributing press releases, and more than
achieving one story in your newspaper or an appearance on
local TV. It is the result of thoughtful, strategic planning that
incorporates your full marketing message and plan.
When you consider your own PR tactics, remember PR comes
in many forms!
What can PR include?
§ Public speaking
§ Online interviews
§ Blogs
§ Social media conversations
§ Community relations
§ Exhibitions and trade
shows
§ Government affairs
§ Employee relations
§ Media tours
§ Event-driven publicity
§ Acting as the client's spokesperson
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§

Crisis communications

Press Releases
There is debate now as to whether press releases are the best
way to pitch a reporter/editor. Crafting unique pitches for
specific outlets is probably the best approach, but there is still a
need for well-written, targeted press releases as we assist the
media in spotlighting important news.
Knowing the editorial calendar and understanding the
publication’s editorial needs will assist you in providing topical
news that will be timely and interesting for the contact.
There is power in media! A well-placed feature has a thirdparty endorsement that a paid advertisement simply does not
offer.
Writing a Powerful Press Release
1. Understand the audience and media outlet
2. Honestly assess the newsworthiness of
your story angle
3. Assess your writing abilities, and hire
an expert if that’s not your forte
Press Release Basics
Why do so many press releases end up
in
media wastebaskets? The major
reason is that
they just aren't newsworthy. Any
media
outlet exists to serve its audience. So,
your news
must relate to that outlet’s audience, whether local, regional or
national.

Think of what media your prospects read and watch, and send
your press releases to those media.
Template for a Press Release

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: NAME OF PERSON TO CALL
COMPANY: VETERINARY CLINIC CONTACT
PHONE:
EMAIL:

LOCAL VETERINARY CLINIC EMBRACES PUBLIC HEALTH
MISSION, JOINING STATEWIDE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
REGARDING OVARIAN CANCER’S SILENT SYMPTOMS
CITY, STATE – DATE – First paragraph informs the audience of the
who, what, where, when, and why of a new program or an event. Be
specific with address and time if there is a special event to attend. If sending
to local press, give them at least two weeks to participate and cover your
event with photos.
Second paragraph offers background on the nonprofit and the Ovarian
Cancer Symptom Awareness (OCSA) Organization’s Veterinary Outreach
Program presented in partnership with the Illinois State Veterinary Medical
Association.
Include here a quote from the lead or leading veterinarian/s about why they
are participating and what they hope they will achieve.
Include informational links to both the OCSA and veterinary clinic.
If holding an event, show RSVP information regarding how and by when to
respond, and to whom.
#

#

#
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What events or happenings could be press-worthy?
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Openings or new partnerships (i.e. the OCSA VOP)
Expansions
New services or products
A new catalog, brochure or newsletter
New staff and promotions
Human interest stories featuring employees
Community activities
Awards
Timely tie-ins with national holidays (Love Your Pet Day
is February 20th)
Company milestones/anniversaries
Someone in the company has an article or a book published
Seasonal topics (Should you buy a pet for a gift?)

Why don’t they pick up my story?
Releases are often rejected because they are either received too
late for deadlines, offer no news value to the respective
audience, or they are too long and rambling. The reader should
immediately understand why you’re sending them this release.
How a Press Release becomes a story/feature
To gain optimum media placement consideration and
attention, follow these rules:

§
§

§
§
§
§

§

§
§

§

Provide “real” quotes from top leaders.
Determine the best communications vehicle. Not all stories
are right for TV or print. Is your story just a photo with a
cutline, or a visual feast that plays well on TV?
Develop concise communiqués
Use descriptive words without puffery.
Develop a targeted media plan.
Know the “beat”
Press releases
reporters and send
pertinent
must be news,
information to them
not self-serving
directly
advertisements
Understand timing
or puff pieces.
and opportunities.
Some publications
have very long lead
times!
Nurture media
relationships. Call or email back!
If emailing a release or story idea, include a
clean subject line and put your idea or release right in the
body of the email.
Don’t attach images to emails on first sending.
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The Importance of
Developing Media Relations
It is important to build an excellent network of media contacts,
for all formats. Note: it can take years to develop good
relationships.! However, if you’re not ready to hire a pro,
consider these “dos and don’t” before approaching the media.
§

Know the media’s audience, content and editorial direction

§

Know how editors like to be
approached (phone or fax vs. email)

§

Be respectful of journalists’ time
constraints (don’t leave longwinded messages and don’t call
when they’re on deadline!)

§

If you give an “exclusive,” do not
share the news with other outlets
before first getting a rejection from the
first offer

§

Know how editors like to receive art

§

Give editors a speedy, helpful response when they contact
you

§

Don’t badger editors with calls and emails and never call
simply to determine if they received your press release.

§

Know that lead times for many publications are long –
sometimes over three months
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PR 101 Review
Public relations is an important component in a fully integrated
marketing plan. Smart planning, sharp writing, insightful
strategies and knowledgeable media relations can help you put
your company in the media spotlight.
Whether you pursue media coverage on your own, use an inhouse talent, or choose the guidance of a professional PR team,
the power of positive media coverage can impact your bottom
line.

We want your launch to be successful. Please
contact us with any questions as you prepare
announcing your own participation in the
Veterinarian Outreach Program.

Contact: Kelly Wisecarver, President
Wisecarver Public Relations, LLC
773-338-2477 or kelly@wisecarverpr.com
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